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The structure of rational functions of two real variables which take few distinct
values on large (finite) Cartesian products is described. As an application, a
problem of G. Purdy is solved on finite subsets of the plane which determine few
distinct distances.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study rational functions and polynomials of two real variables which
take few distinct values while x and y (independently of each other) range
over appropriate finite subsets of R.
Definition 1. Let C>1, F # R(x, y) a rational function in two real
variables. F is (C, n)-restricted if there are X, Y/R with |X |=|Y |=n such
that
|F(X_Y )|Cn.
We shall also say that F is C-restricted on X_Y if the above inequality
holds.
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Two examples of restricted polynomials (with C=2 and arbitrary n) are
x+ y and xy, which only take 2n&1 distinct values if both x and y are
from an arithmetic or geometric (also called ‘‘exponential’’) progression,
respectively.
In this paper we give the following characterization of restricted polyno-
mials and rational functions. (Two special cases were settled earlier in [4].)
Theorem 2. For every C1 and positive integer d there is an n0=
n0(C, d ) with the following property.
If F # R(x, y) of degree d is (C, n)-restricted for an n>n0 then there are
rational functions f, g, h # R(z) for which one of (1)(3) below is satisfied :
(1) F(x, y)= f (g(x)+h( y));
(2) F(x, y)= f (g(x) } h( y)); (1)
(3) F(x, y)= f \ g(x)+h( y)1& g(x) } h( y)+ .
Moreover, if F # R[x, y] is a polynomial then one of the first two possibilities
(1) or (2) holds with some polynomials f, g, h # R[z].
It is easy to check that all functions of the above types are, indeed,
restricted (more specifically, 2-restricted) on suitable Cartesian products.
Actually, a slightly more general ‘‘statistical’’ version of this theorem will
be proven below; see Theorem 4.
1.1. How to Check Restrictedness?
If a polynomial is (C, n)-restricted, then this property can be demonstrated
by just presenting appropriate sets X, Y/R. However, if (for large values
of n) it is not restricted, then even Theorem 2 seems to be of little help
since it might not be easy to show that a function is none of the types
in (1).
Fortunately, a simple condition can be found for this purpose, based
upon some expressions q1 and q2 below, which involve certain partial
derivatives of the function F.
To describe the test, first observe that all three types of functions in (1)
are of the common general form F(x, y)=.(#(x)+/( y))if we do not
insist on rational (let alone polynomial) f, g or h. Indeed,
f (g(x) } h( y))= f (exp(log g(x)+log h( y)))=.(#(x)+/( y));
f \ g(x)+h( y)1& g(x) } h( y)+= f (tan(arc tan g(x)+arc tan h( y)))=.(#(x)+/( y)).
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For any differentiable function F(x, y): R2  R, which really depends
both on x and on y, define
q1(x, y) =
def F
x<
F
y
.
Note that if F(x, y)=.(#(x)+/( y)) then q1(x, y)=#$(x)/$( y). Thus, in
this case,
q2(x, y) =
def 2(log |q1(x, y)| )
x y
=0
identically, wherever q2 is well-defined. It is also true (though we do not
need this fact) that the condition q2=0 is not just necessary but also
sufficient; it was observed by A. Ja rai Jr. that it implies the existence of a
decomposition F(x, y)=.(#(x)+/( y)), hence the restrictedness of F.
1.2. A Problem of Purdy
The following conjecture of G. Purdy can be found, e.g., in [10]. It is
related to a famous 50-year-old problem of Erdo s [6] on the minimum
number of distinct distances (see also [15]).
Let s and t be two straight lines in the Euclidean plane, while U and V
two collinear sets of n points each, located on s and t, respectively. Assume
that among the n2 distances d(Ui , Vj) ( for U i # U, Vj # V), only some Cn
are distinct. Then the two lines must be parallel or orthogonal, provided
that n>n0(C).
Using our characterization of restricted functions, we settle this conjec-
ture in the affirmative. To this end, it suffices (by the cosine theorem) to
prove the following.
Theorem 3. F(x, y)=x2+2*xy+ y2 cannot be (C, n)-restricted for
n>n0(C), unless *=0 or \1.
Proof. Here
q1=
x+*y
*x+ y
.
Thus log |q1 |=log |x+*y|&log |*x+ y|, whence
q2=
*
(*x+ y)2
&
*
(x+*y)2
=
*(*2&1)( y2&x2)
(*x+ y)2 (x+*y)2
.
This is identically 0 only if *=0 or \1. K
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2. THE ‘‘STATISTICAL’’ MAIN THEOREM
In what follows, we will not insist on ‘‘complete’’ Cartesian products;
rather, we shall just study large subsets of them. For questions arising from
this point of view, the adjective ‘‘statistical’’ was first used by Balog and
Szemere di in [1].
For F # R(x, y), X, Y/R and H/X_Y we put
F(H) =def [F(x, y); (x, y) # H].
We shall prove the following, slightly more general (statistical), version
of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 (Main Theorem). For every C1 , C21 and positive integer
d, there is an n0=n0(C1 , C2 , d ) with the following property.
Let n0<n|X |=|Y |C1n, H/X_Y with |H |n2, and F # R(x, y)
with deg Fd. If
|F(H)|C2n,
then there are rational functions f, g, h # R(z) for which one of 13 of (1) is
satisfied.
Here again, if F # R[x, y] is a polynomial then one of the first two possibilities
(1) or (2) of Theorem 2(1) holds with some polynomials f, g, h # R[z].
Before proving this result in Section 5 we need some preparations. These
are the topic of the next two sections.
3. TOOLS FROM ALGEBRA
We recall first some standard facts about rational function fields. Let K
be a field and let K(x) be the field of rational functions (in one variable
denoted by x) over K. A non-constant function . # K(x)"K can be written
as .= fg, where f, g # K[x] are relatively prime polynomials. In this case
the maximum of the degrees of f and g is called the degree of ., and
denoted by deg .. K(x) is an algebraic extension of K(.), and if deg .=n,
then the degree of the extension is n, that is, dimK(.)K(x)=n. If L is
a subfield of K(x) which properly contains K, then L is a simple exten-
sion of K: L=K(.) holds for some . # K(x) (Lu roth’s Theorem). The
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automorphisms of K(x) which leave K fixed elementwise are induced by
fractional linear transformations of x:
x [
ax+b
cx+d
, a, b, c, d # K, ad&bc{0.
A detailed exposition of these can be found, e.g., in Section 10.2 of [16].
3.1. Preparatory Observations
Definition 5. Two rational functions f, g # R(t) (resp. polynomials
f, g # R[t]) are linearly equivalent, if there is a non-constant linear h # R(t)
(resp. h # R[t]) such that f is the composition of g and h.
More precisely, we distinguish two versions:
(a) if f (t)= g(h(t)) then they are linearly equivalent as outer functions;
(b) if f (t)=h(g(t)) then they are linearly equivalent as inner functions.
We denote these by f tout g in case (a) and f tin g in case (b).
Note that outer equivalence requires a linear inner function and vice
versa.
Remark 6. Both versions of linear equivalence are, indeed, equivalence
relations, since non-constant linear functions are invertible and their set is
closed under composition.
Proposition 7. For every f # K(x) of degree d, at most d linear functions
. # K(x) exist for which f (x)= f (.(x)), as elements of K(x).
Proof. The degree of K(x) over K( f ) is d. Hence if H(z) # K( f )[z] is
the minimal polynomial of x over K( f ), then deg H=d. If . # K(x) is a
fractional linear function for which f (x)= f (.(x)), then clearly H(.(x))=0.
The statement follows because H(z) has at most d roots in K(x). K
Some functions from K(x) can be written as non-trivial compositions
.((x)) with deg ., deg >1. Now we introduce a linear equivalence of
such decompositions.
Definition 8. We say that two decompositions f (x)=.1(1(x)) and
f (x)=.2(2(x)) of an f # K(x) into functions from K(x) (resp. f # K[x]
into polynomials from K[x]) are linearly equivalent, if 1 t
in 2 .
Note that this implies .1 t
out .2 , as well; i.e., also the outer functions are
equivalent.
Proposition 9. Let K be a field. Then no f # K(x) or K[x] can have
more than 2d non-equivalent decompositions, where d=deg f.
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Proof. We claim first, that if K(1)=K(2), then the decompositions
f (x)=.1(1(x)) and f (x)=.2(2(x)) are linearly equivalent. The isomor-
phism of the function fields K(1) and K(2) which sends 1 to 2 is in
fact an automorphism. There is an invertible (fractional) linear function
h(z)=(az+b)(cz+d ) such that 2=h(1), hence the decompositions are
equivalent.
As for the case of polynomials, we show that if .i , i # K[x], then h is an
integral linear function. By looking at the degrees in the relation (note that
deg 1=deg 2>0)
(c1+d ) 2=a1+b,
we see immediately that c=0, and the claim follows.
If f (x)=.(), then clearly K( f )K()K(x), hence it suffices to prove
the upper bound 2d on the number of subfields E, with K( f )EK(x). Let
gE denote the (monic) minimal polynomial of x over E. This is an irreduc-
ible polynomial over E of degree dimE K(x). In particular, deg gK( f )=d.
Moreover we have gE | gK( f ) for every E from the interval K( f )K(x). We
observe that the map E [ gE is injective. Indeed, if E, E$ are subfields from the
interval, then E & E$ is also in the interval. If gE= gE$ , then gE (z), gE$(z) #
(E & E$)[z] and gE & E$(z) divides gE (z). This, together with the obvious
dimE K(x)dimE & E$ K(x) implies that dimE K(x)=dimE & E$ K(x). Similarly
we obtain dimE$ K(x)=dimE & E$ K(x). From these we infer that E=E$. Thus,
the number of subfields in the interval is not more than the number of factors
of gK( f ) , which is at most 2d. K
Remark. The bound 2d in the Proposition is by no means sharp. With a
little extra work it is not difficult to establish a O(2log2 d) bound. This would,
however, affect only the constants in our argument.
Proposition 10. (a) Let E be a field, . # E(x) a rational function of
degree d>0. Then every F # E(x) can be written in the form
F=a0+a1x+a2x2+ } } } +ad&1xd&1, (V)
where ai # E(.), in a unique way.
(b) Suppose further that E=L( y) is a rational function field over some
field L, and . # L(x). Let m be the degree of F in y. Then the degree of ai in y
is at most m(d+1). (Here ai is viewed as a rational function of . and y over L.)
(c) If E=L( y), . # L[x] and F # L[x, y], then the coefficients ai are in
L[ y, .].
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Proof. (a) We observe that E(x) is a simple extension (by x) of E(.) and
dimE(.) E(x)=d. These imply that 1, x, x2, ..., xd&1 is a basis of E(x), as a
linear space over E(.).
(b) If we replace . by h(.) for some invertible linear fraction h # L(x),
then the degrees of the ai in y do not increase. With a suitable h we can achieve
that h(.)= f (x)g(x), with f, g # L[x], f monic, and d=deg f>deg g.
Henceforth we shall assume that . is of this form. Then we have
xd=. } g(x)+(xd& f (x)), (+)
with deg g<d, and deg(xd& f (x))<d.
First let u(x, y) # L[x, y] be a polynomial. We repeatedly substitute the
expression on the right side of (+) for xd in u. As a result of this reduction,
we obtain u in the form (V). We see also that the functions ai are actually poly-
nomials from L[ y, .]. Moreover, degy aidegy u.
Treating this way the numerator and the denominator of F separately, we
obtain
F=
u
v
=
u0+u1x+u2x2+ } } } +ud&1xd&1
v0+v1x+v2x2+ } } } +vd&1xd&1
,
where ui , vi # L[ y, .], degy uim, degy vim. Our next concern is to express
the multiplicative inverse w of the denominator v in the form (V): w=w0+w1x
+ } } } +wd&1xd&1. The relation vw=1 is equivalent to a system of linear
equations for the ‘‘unknowns’’ wi over L( y, .). (For a specific example of
calculating inverses in field extensions via linear equations, the reader is
referred to [2, Example d, p. 46].) There are d unknowns, d equations, and the
system has a unique solution, because the inverse is unique. By Cramer’s rule
wi=DiD, where Di=det Ai and D=det A are the determinants of the
matrices Ai , A associated to the system. The entries of these matrices are either
0, 1, or linear combinations of the vi with coefficients from L[.]. From this
we infer that Di , D # L[ y, .] and degy Dimd, degy Dmd.
Finally we compute the (V) form of uw by expanding and reducing
u \ :
d&1
i=0
Dixi+=\ :
d&1
i=0
uixi+\ :
d&1
i=0
Dixi+ .
Here reduction means that we repeatedly use the relation (+) to express the
powers x j for which jd in terms of . and 1, x, x2, ..., xd&1. Let d&1i=0 rix
i
denote the result. Then we have ri # L[ y, .] and degy rim(d+1). We con-
clude that F=d&1i=0 (r iD) x
i with riD # L( y, .) and degy ri Dm(d+1).
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(c) In the course of the reduction described in (b) we replace xd by a
polynomial from L[., x] (note that g(x)=1 in this case, hence the assump-
tion d>deg g holds). Consequently the coefficients of xi in the final expression
will be from L[ y, .]. K
3.2. Two Versions of the Main Lemma
The following is our principal algebraic tool, which gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for two rational curves to coincide.
Lemma 11 (Main Lemma, Rational Version). Let K be a field and p1(t),
q1(t), p2(t), q2(t) # K(t) rational functions in one variable each, such that the
curves #1 : ( p1(t), q1(t)) and #2 : ( p2(t), q2(t)) coincide in the sense that they both
satisfy the irreducible polynomial h(x, y) # K[x, y].
Then there are rational functions f, g, .1 , .2 # K(t) for which pi= f (.i) and
qi= g(.i).
Proof. By Gauss’ Lemma (see [9, Sect. 6, Chap. V]) the irreducibility of
h in K[x, y] implies that it is also irreducible as a polynomial in the variable
y over the field K(x).
Consider first the isomorphism of the function fields K( p1(t)) and K( p2(t))
which sends p1 to p2 (both non-constant). This extends to an isomorphism of
the polynomial rings K( p1(t))[ y] and K( p2(t))[ y] in the obvious way. This
isomorphism maps h( p1(t), y) to h( p2(t), y). Moreover, the polynomials
h( pi (t), y) are irreducible in K( pi (t))[ y].
The field K( pi (t), qi (t)) can be considered as K( pi (t)) extended by a root of
the irreducible polynomial h( pi (t), y). By the theorem on the extension of
isomorphisms (cf. Section 6.5 in [16]) these extensions are isomorphic: there
exists an isomorphism _: K( p1(t), q1(t))  K( p2(t), q2(t)) such that p1(t) [
p2(t) and q1(t) [ q2(t).
By Lu roth’s Theorem, K( p1(t), q1(t)) can be generated by just one
appropriate element. In other words, there are rational functions .1 , f, g #
K(t), for which p1= f (.1) and q1= g(.1).
Put .2 =
def _(.1). Then
f(.2)= f (_(.1))=_( f (.1))=_( p1)= p2 .
A similar consideration gives that g(.2)=q2 . K
Lemma 12 (Main Lemma, Polynomial Version). If, in the preceding
lemma, p1(t), q1(t), p2(t), q2(t) are all polynomials ( from K[t]), then f, g, .1 ,
.2 can also be assumed to be polynomials.
Proof. It suffices to show that the generating element .1 of K( p1(t), q1(t))
in the above proof can be chosen from K[t].
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This will indeed imply that (the uniquely determined) f and g, too, must
be polynomials from K[t]. (Recall that p1= f (.1) and q1= g(.1).) For, if
h # K[t] is a non-constant polynomial and . # K(t) is a rational function
which is not a polynomial, then neither .(h(t)), nor h(.(t)) can be a poly-
nomial. The latter observation implies that .2 is also a polynomial.
Thus, we are left to show the existence of a polynomial .(t), for which
K( p1(t), q1(t))=K(.(t)). In fact, a closer look at the proof of Lu roth’s
Theorem given in Section 10.2 of [16] reveals, that if at least one of p1 or
p2 is a polynomial, then so is the generating element whose existence is
exhibited in the argument.
It goes as follows: let L be a subfield of K(t) which is strictly larger than
K. As t is algebraic over L, we can consider the monic minimal polynomial
u(z) # L[z] of t over L. The coefficients of u cannot all be in K, since then
t would be algebraic over K. Let .(t) # K(t)"K be one such coefficient of u.
The argument in [16] shows that K(.)=L.
In our case at hand L=K( p1(t), q1(t)). Now t is a root of the polyno-
mial v(z)= p1(z)& p1(t). The coefficients of v(z) # L[z] are all in K[t]. The
monic minimal polynomial u(z) of t over L divides v(z) in the ring L[z]:
there is a w(z) # L[z], for which
v(z)=u(z) w(z).
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that u(z) # K[t][z], i.e., the coef-
ficients of the powers zi are polynomials in t. To this end, we apply Gauss’
Lemma again. There exist hu , hw # K(t) and u1 , w1 # K[t][z] such that
hu hw # K[t], u=huu1 , and w=hww1 . We have
v(z)=huhwu1(z) w1(z).
The leading coefficient of v in z is constant. This is possible only if
hu hw # K, and the leading coefficient of u1 in z is also constant. The latter
fact implies that hu # K, hence the coefficients of u are in K[t]. This
completes the proof. K
Remark. For a considerably more general result of this type we refer to
[14, Theorem 4, Sect. 3].
4. COMBINATORIAL TOOLS
4.1. The Curve Lemma
Following Pach and Sharir [12, 13] (see also [11]), we define regular
sets of curvesin purely combinatorial terms. (Actually, they allow slightly
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more general curves than we do; however, the following will be sufficient
for our purposes.)
Definition 13. A set 0 of simpleopen or closedcontinuous real
plane curves (where ‘‘simple’’ means that a curve does not intersect itself )
is a regular set of curves of k degrees of freedom if, for any k points of the
plane, at most one curve of 0 passes through all of them.
Proposition 14 (PachSharir Theorem). For every positive integer k
and every regular set 0 of curves of k degrees of freedom , there is a constant
C=C0 with the following property.
If 1/0 and A/R2 is an arbitrary point set (both finite), then, for the
number I of incidences between 1 and A,
I(A, 1 )C max[ |A|k(2k&1) } |1 | (2k&2)(2k&1) ; |A|; |1 |].
Note that the class of all irreducible real algebraic curves of degree not
exceeding d does not satisfy the above definition, since it contains curves
which intersect themselvesthough, by Be zout’s Theorem [7], any two of
its members intersect in not more than d 2 points. A curve from this family
has at most ( d&12 ) singular points (see [8, p. 265]). By deleting these, every
such curve can be decomposed into at most 1+( d&12 ) disjoint simple
components. Such portions of the curves of the above type already form a
regular set with d 2+1 degrees of freedom.
Also note that if an original curve contains, say, cN points of a given
point set, then at least one of its simple pieces will contain (cN&d 2+d )
(d 2&d+1)>c^N of them, provided that N is large enough.
This and the PachSharir Theorem immediately imply the following
observation.
Lemma 15 (Curve Lemma). For every c>0 and positive integer d, there
is a C$=C$(c, d ) with the following property.
Let A/R2 with |A|N2 and assume that a set 1 of irreducible real
algebraic curves of degree not exceeding d has the property that every # # 1
intersects A in many points:
|# & A|cN.
Then |1 |C$N, provided that N>n0(c, d ).
It is worth noting that the order of magnitude of the bound imposed on
|1 | is always linear, whatever d is; only the coefficient C$ depends on d.
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4.2. The Graph Lemma
Lemma 16. For every c>0 and positive integer k, there is a c*=c*(c, k)
with the following property.
Consider a graph on at most N vertices, with all degrees cN or more.
Assume that the edges are colored (using arbitrarily many colors) in such a
way that at most k colors meet at each vertex.
Then the subgraph defined by k2c suitable colors has degree cNk or more
at each vertex.
Proof. At each vertex it is possible to find cNk or more edges sharing
the same color. Pick one such color for each vertex. and associate a ‘‘repre-
sentative vertex’’ to each color. We show that at most k2c representatives
can exist. Indeed, otherwise more than (k2c)(cNk)=kN edges would go
out of these representatives, (no two of identical color to the same place),
resulting in a vertex incident upon strictly more than k edges of all different
colorsa contradiction. K
Corollary 17. Under the assumptions of Lemma 16, there also exists a
monochromatic subgraph with at least c*N2 edges, where c* only depends on
c and k.
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
First we consider the functions
fi (x) =
def F(x, yi ), for yi # Y,
i.e., the cross-sections of the surface z=F(x, y) at y= yi .
Putting Z =def F(H), the graph of a typical fi goes through many points
of X_Z. Actually, letting C =def max[C1 , C2], at least n(2C) of these
graphs must contain n(2C) or more pointssince otherwise the surface
z=F(x, y) would contain strictly less than (n2C) Cn+Cn(n2C)=n2
points of X_Y_Z.
Now we can use (with n2C in place of n and 2C2 in place of C) the
following statement, which may also be of some interest on its own.
Theorem 18. For every C1 and positive integer d, there is a c*=
c*(C, d ) with the following property.
Let X, Z/R with n|X |, |Z|Cn and F/R(t) a set of functions of
degree at most d, with |F|n. Assume that the graph of each fi # F
contains n or more points of X_Z.
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Then some c*n of the fi # F are one of types (1)(3) below:
(1) fi (x)= f ( g(x)+si );
(2) fi (x)= f ( g(x) } si ); (2)
(3) fi (x)= f \ g(x)+s i1& g(x) } s i + ;
for some real numbers si and fixed functions f, g # R(t).
Again, if F/R[t] then one of the first two cases (1)(2) is satisfied with
appropriate polynomials f, g # R[t].
(The proof can be found in Section 6.)
Thus we can conclude that many of the fi are of similar type. This,
together with the following Type Lemma, will imply that our original poly-
nomial F(x, y), too, must be of the corresponding type in (1).
In what follows, ‘‘many’’ will mean ‘‘more than a constant which only
depends on deg F and deg g.’’
Lemma 19 (Type Lemma). Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and
F # K(x, y) (resp. K[x, y]). If f j (x) =
def F(x, yj ) is one of types 12 of (2) for
‘‘many’’ yj # K then F, too, must be of the corresponding type in (1). Also,
with K=R, a similar statement holds for type 3 and R(x).
More specifically, there is a h( y) # K( y) (resp. K[ y]) such that
(1) If F(x, yj)= f ( g(x)+sj ) then F(x, y)= f (g(x)+h( y)) and
h( yj)=sj ;
(2) If F(x, yj)= f ( g(x) } sj ) then F(x, y)= f (gM(x) } h( y)) where
f (tM)= f (t) and h( yj)=sMj (see the definition of M below);
(3) If F(x, yj)= f (( g(x)+sj )(1& g(x) } sj )) then F(x, y)=
f ((AM(g(x))+h( y))(1&AM(g(x)) } h( y))), where
AM(t) =
def tan(M } arc tan t) # R(t)
and f (AM(t))= f (t), while h( yj)=AM(sj).
Here, in cases (2)(3), M is the GCD of all the exponents of t which occur
in f (t) with non-zero coefficients. The equations stated for the h( yj) in terms
of the sj hold whenever h( yj) is defined.
(See the proof in Section 7.)
This lemma, combined with Theorem 18, really finishes the proof of
Theorem 4. K
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 18
As mentioned before, two special cases of the Theorem have been settled
earlier; one as Theorem 2 in [3], the other as Corollary 9 in [5]. We shall
refer to them in the following form:
Proposition 20. Theorem 18 holds if F consists of non-constant linear
functions, i.e., linear polynomials fi (x)=aix+bi or linear fractions fi (x)=
(aix+bi )(cix+di ) (with linear functions f, g in the conclusion).
The general case will be reduced to this, as follows.
If, say, half of the f i (or more) are constants si then we are done.
Otherwise, at a cost of a factor of 2, we may assume that they are all
non-constant.
Now we shall use a version of the technique introduced in [3, 5]. For
fi , fj # F, we define
#ij =
def [( f i (t), f j (t)); t # R].
Note that here, and in what follows, we consider proper real curves, not
just subsets of Z_Z. We must do so because we will heavily rely upon our
Lemmata 11, 12, and 15, which all involve real plane curves.
We show that a typical #ij contains many points of Z_Z.
Proposition 21. At least c0n2 of the #ij contain c0n or more points of Z_Z.
Proof. Define a bipartite graph G on the vertex set X _ F by (x, f ) # E(G)
iff f (x) # Z. By assumption, |E(G)|n2.
For every x # X, denote the degree of x in G by d(x). Then
*[two-paths f i&x& f j ; x # X, f i , fj # F]= :
x # X \
d(x)
2 +
|X | \ |E ||X |2 +c$n3,
for a suitable c$>0 (using Jensen’s inequality for the convex function ( t2)).
Thus, for
c" =def
c$
2C2
,
at least c"n2 pairs ( fi , f j) share c"n or more common neighbors x in G.
Since a point (z1 , z2) # Z_Z can occur on #ij for at most d 2 distinct values
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x # X, we infer that the statement of the proposition holds for c0=
c"d 2. K
Now we define a graph G(F, E) on vertex set V=F whose edge set E
consists of those c0 n2 pairs ( fi , fj), which determine the ‘‘rich’’ curves #ij in
Proposition 21. At this point, we do not distinguish #ij and #ji , since they
are ‘‘inverses’’ (i.e., reflected images) of each other, thus equivalent from the
point of view of Proposition 21. That is why an undirected G is sufficient.
For every ( fi , fj) # E, pick a common inner function g ij # R(t) (resp.
R[t]) of maximum degree (i.e., one for which fi (t)=.(gij (t)) and f j (t)=
(gij (t)) for some ., and no such g of higher degree exists).
Some of these gij are linearly equivalent as inner functions, some are not.
Color the edges ( fi , fj) # E according to the inner equivalence class which
contains gij . By Proposition 9, at every vertex there meet at most 2d colors.
Thus, by Corollary 17, there is a subgraph E /E with |E |c^n2 such that,
for all ( fi , fj) # E , the gij are linearly equivalent as inner functions. There-
fore, without loss of generality, we may assume that they are all identical,
i.e., there are f i and a common g such that
fi (x)= f i (g(x))
as functions in R(t), for each fi which is an end-vertex of an edge in E .
Moreover, if ( fi , fj) # E , then f i and f j share no non-linear common inner
function.
Now we return to our curves #ij . In the sequel, we do distinguish #ij from
#ji , thus we change E to a set E9 of directed edges (one in each direction).
Of course, |E9 |2c^n2.
The corresponding #ijas images of the irreducible real lineare
irreducible themselves, and their degree is bounded by 2d. By Proposi-
tion 21 and Lemma 15, at most C$n of these curves are distinct. Therefore,
some c0n arcs (directed edges) determine identical #ij =
def # (where c0=2c^C$).
Denote this set of arcs by E9 0 .
Proposition 22. If ( fi , fj), ( fk , f l) # E9 0 (and hence #ij=#kl), then
f i t
out f k ;
f j t
out f l .
Proof. Clearly the curves #=( fi (t), fj (t)) and ( f i (t), f j (t)) coincide in
the sense that they both satisfy the same irreducible polynomial h(x, y) #
R(x, y). The same holds for the pair #=( fk(t), f l (t)) and ( f k(t), f l (t)). We
can therefore use Lemma 11 (resp. Lemma 12 in the polynomial case) for
the pair of curves ( f i (t), f j (t)), ( f k(t), f l (t)).
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There are functions f *, g*, .1 , .2 such that
f i= f *(.1), f j= g*(.1),
f k= f *(.2), f l= g*(.2).
By the maximality of (the degree of) g= gij= gkl the functions .1 , .2 are
linear, hence invertible. We conclude that f i= f k(.&12 (.1)) and f j=
f l (.&12 (.1)). K
Denote by F* the set of those fi which are tail-vertices of the arcs in E9 0 .
Then Proposition 22 implies that the corresponding f i are equivalent as
outer functions. Therefore, there exists a common f for which they can be
written as
f i (t)= f (.i (t)),
for suitable linear functions .i # R(t) (resp. R[t] in the polynomial case).
We also show that |F*| is large enough. To this end we show, that the
out-degree of a vertex fi # F* in E9 0 is at most d. Let e1 , ..., ek be different
edges from E9 0 with tail f i . As in the argument of the preceding Proposition,
we see that there are k different linear functions .1 , ..., .k and an f * # R(t)
such that f i= f *(.j) for j=1, 2, ..., k. These imply that f *= f *(.j (.&11 ))
for j=1, 2, ..., k. As deg f *k, from Proposition 7 we obtain that kd.
Hence we have
|F*|
1
d
|E9 0 |
1
d
c0n=c*n,
for c* =def c0d.
To finish the proof of Theorem 18, use Proposition 20 for the linear .i
in place of the fi and X* =
def g(X ), Z* =def f &1(Z). K
7. PROOF OF THE TYPE LEMMA
First we settle cases (1)(2). To start with, we consider (with d=deg g)
F(x, y)=a0(g(x), y)+a1(g(x), y)x+ } } } +ad&1(g(x), y) xd&1, (3)
the (unique) representation of F over K(g, y), provided by Proposition 10
with E=K( y) and .= g. The same statement applied with E=K, .= g,
F= fj implies that there are unique functions bij # K(g) (resp. bij # K[ g] in
the polynomial case) such that
fj (x)=F(x, yj)= :
d&1
i=0
bijxi. (4)
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From the uniqueness of the representation and from Proposition 10(b), we
infer that
ai (g(x), yj)=bij (0id&1),
for ‘‘many’’ values yj .
Moreover, fj= f (g(x)+s j) and fj= f (g(x) } sj) show that f j # K(g). Again
the uniqueness of (4) implies then that
bij=0 (1id&1),
for ‘‘many’’ values yj . Thus, if i1, then a i (g(x), y j)=0 for ‘‘many’’ yj .
This, with the degree bound Proposition 10(b), allows us to conclude that
ai (g(x), y)=0 if i1, hence
F(x, y)=a0(g(x), y)
for some a0(u, v) # K(u, v) (resp. a0(u, v) # K[u, v] in the polynomial case).
Claim 23. Let a(u, v) # K(u, v) be a non-zero rational function
a(u, v)=
B
C
=
b0(v)+ } } } +bk(v) uk
c0(v)+ } } } +cm(v) um
written in lowest terms (i.e., the polynomials B and C have no common
factors) and with ci (v), bj (v) # K[v]. Suppose that deg ci , deg bjd and
mkd. Then with the exception of at most 2d 2 values : # K, the degree
of the rational function a(u, :) is k.
Proof. The resultant (see Section 5.8 in [16]) r=Resu(B, C) is not
identically zero, because B and C have no common factors. Moreover,
r # K[v] and deg r(v)2d 2. Thus, if : # K and r(:){0, then
0{r(:)=Resu (B(u, :), C(u, :)),
giving that degu(B(u, :)C(u, :))=k. K
Now we proceed to exhibit the appropriate functions h( y) # K( y) (resp.
h( y) # K[ y] in the polynomial version), in cases (1)(2).
We write first
a0(g(x), y)=
b0( y)+ } } } +bk( y) gk(x)
c0( y)+ } } } +cm( y) gm(x)
=
B(g(x), y)
C(g(x), y)
,
with bi , cj # K[ y], in lowest terms, as a function from K(g(x), y).
After possibly replacing F by 1F and f by 1f, we may assume that
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degg a0(g, y)=degg B(g, y)=k>0. Now Claim 23 implies (for both cases)
that f can be written as
f (t)=
d0+ } } } +dk tk
e0+ } } } +1 } tm
with di , ej # K, dk {0.
(1) We have here
a0(g(x), yj)= f (g(x)+s j)=
d0+ } } } +dk&1(g(x)+sj)k&1+dk(g(x)+s j)k
e0+ } } } +1 } (g(x)+sj)m
,
for (perhaps 2d 2 fewer but still) ‘‘many’’ j. Comparing numerators (after
normalizing the coefficient of gm in the denominator to be 1), we obtain
that, for the (still) ‘‘many’’ j above,
bk&1( yj)
cm( yj)
=coeff of gk&1 in the numerator=dk&1+k } dks j .
We can put
h( y) =def
bk&1( y)&dk&1 } cm( y)
cm( y) } k } dk
.
We have then h( y) # K( y) and a0(g(x), yj)= f (g(x)+h( yj)) for ‘‘many’’ y j ,
implying that
F(x, y)=a0(g(x), y)= f (g(x)+h( y)).
Note that if F, f, g are polynomials, then h is a polynomial as well, because
then m=0 and cm( y) is a constant.
(2) Let M denote the GCD of the exponents i for which di or ei is
non-zero. M is an integer linear combination of the exponents i. Hence,
with some non-zero constant : # K (independent of j), :sMj is a product
quotient of the appropriate powers of the values bi ( yj), for ‘‘many’’ j. This
expression is independent of j, giving a function h( y) # K( y) such that
sMj =h( yj) for ‘‘many’’ j. We have F(x, yj)= f (g
M(x), h( yj)) for ‘‘many’’ j,
giving that
F(x, y)= f (gM(x), h( y)).
Moreover, if f # K[t], then F(x, y)= f ( gM(x) } h( y)) can be a polynomial
only if so is h.
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(3) Finally, we reduce the case of real rational functions of type 3 to
complex rational functions of type 2.
Assume that F(x, yj)= f (( g(x)+sj )(1& g(x) } sj )) for ‘‘many’’ yj # R.
Put
z(x) =def
i+x
i&x
,
whence z&1(‘)=i(‘&1)(‘+1). It is easy to check that
(a) z is a bijection from R to the unit circle |‘|=1 of C (without
‘=&1); and
(b) that
z&1(z(x) z( y))=
x+ y
1&xy
,
as functions from C(x, y). (This is not surprising since z(x)=e&2i arctan x
for x # R.)
(c) By repeated application of (b),
z&1(zM(x))=AM(x).
Thus
F(x, yj)= f \ g(x)+sj1& g(x) } s j+= f (z&1(z(g(x)) z(sj)))=.(#(x) {j),
where .(‘) =def f (z&1(‘)), #(x) =def z(g(x)), and {j =
def z(s j).
Now we use the case of type 2 complex rational functions and get a
positive integer M (from .), together with functions .^, / # C(‘), such that
/( yj)={Mj for ‘‘many’’ j, and hence
F(x, y)=.^(#M(x) } /( y)),
as elements of C(x, y).
Define
h( y) =def z&1(/( y));
f (t) =def .^(z(t)).
Here |/( yj)|=|{j |= |z(sj)|=1, for ‘‘many’’ yj # R; thus |/( y)|=1 for all
y # R. This implies that h maps reals to reals by (a).
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Finally,
F(x, y)=.^(#M(x) /( y))= f (z&1(zM(g(x)) z(h( y))))
= f \ AM(g(x))+h( y)1&AM(g(x)) } h( y)+ ,
as elements of R(x, y).
Also, h( yj)=z&1(/( yj))=z&1({Mj )=z
&1(zM(sj))=AM(sj), for ‘‘many’’ j.
This establishes the last case of the Type Lemma. K
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
It remains the subject of further study whether or not our theorems hold,
e.g., for F # C(x, y). Our geometric tool (the Curve Lemma) is based upon
the PachSharir Theorem which is only known for real curves but not for
complex ones.
On the other hand, our results cannot be extended to positive charac-
teristic. If K is an infinite algebraic extension of a finite field, then any
polynomial F(x, y) # K[x, y] is 1-restricted for infinitely many values of n,
giving counterexamples to Theorems 2 and 4. In fact, assume that the sub-
field of K generated by the coefficients of F has q elements. Then K clearly
contains subfields Fq k (with qk elements) for infinitely many k. By letting
X=Y=Fqk , we have F(X_Y)X.
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